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Saks taps runway show tactic for
livestreamed window unveiling
November 4, 2014

Saks ' 2014 holiday gift boxes

 
By JEN KING

Department store chain Saks Fifth Avenue’s New York flagship will pay homage to the
roaring ‘20s with Art Deco-themed window displays for the 2014 holiday season.

Saks’ store-wide initiative will include the retailer’s annual window displays, an extensive
light show and an in-store exhibit honoring a New York holiday tradition, the Rockettes of
the Radio City Christmas Spectacular. To ensure that enthusiasts unable to attend the “An
Enchanted Experience” unveiling in person Nov. 24 can still participate, the retailer will be
livestreaming the event to a worldwide audience.

"Saks Fifth Avenue was born in a booming era when shopping was glamorous and rock
stars and royalty called Saks home," said Mark Briggs, chief marketing officer at Saks Fifth
Avenue, New York.  "This holiday season, the legendary Art Deco glamour returns to the
New York flagship with an array of breathtaking visuals and fantastical delights in addition
to a special performance by the Rockettes.

"The entire spectacle harkens back to Saks Fifth Avenue’s DNA where 'The Experience is
Everything,'" he said.
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Enchanted holiday
For 2014, Saks partnered with MasterCard to bring consumers a show that includes the
debut of its  iconic holiday windows and the premiere of a light show display that will be
projected on the department store’s façade. The event will take place Nov. 24 and will
remain throughout the holiday season.

Saks’ light show is being touted as the first of its  kind due to its integration of LEDs,
strobes, up-lights, video projections and music. For the task, Saks required 71,000 lights,
11,000 linear feet of garlands and six state-of-the-art 3D projectors with 26,000 lumens
each.

The effect will turn the retailer’s flagship into a “traffic-stopping spectacle” and will end,
during the unveiling, with a firework finale presented by Grucci. The Art Deco-inspired
light show pays tribute to the legacy of Saks and the 1920s when the retailer was
established and “shopping was glamorous and everything was possible,” according to a
branded statement.

In addition to the light show, Saks will welcome a full line of 36 Rockettes to Fifth Avenue,
where the dance company will perform during the holiday window debut.



Rockettes seen in the Saks' Holiday Book for 2014 

To share the holiday tradition of the Radio City Christmas Spectacular with enthusiasts of
the retailer, Saks has developed an exhibit honoring the Rockettes. The exhibit will look
behind-the-scenes of the Christmas Spectacular through a shop outfitted with vintage
Rockette costumes and accessories and other holiday items inspired by the show.

Consumers can visit the exhibit on the 9th floor of the retailer’s New York flagship Oct. 30
through Dec. 29.

"The Rockettes and their Christmas Spectacular are synonymous with New York and the
holiday season," Mr. Brigss said. "Audiences of all ages from across the globe are enticed
and enchanted by the Rockettes’ holiday magic.

"Saks Fifth Avenue is honored to host the Rockettes’ famed exhibit as well as to share an
exclusive performance with our New York holiday shoppers," he said.

The Rockettes are also featured in Saks Fifth Avenue’s Holiday Book sent out on Oct. 29.
Throughout the Holiday Book, Rockettes are featured in archival outfits designed by Bob
Mackie and Erte against a backdrop of Radio City Music Hall.
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Saks' Holiday Book for 2014

For consumers to take a part of the Rockettes exhibit home, the Holiday Book includes an
exclusive Rockettes Beauty collection. The collection, which includes a the Backstage
Beauty set, the Signature Eyelash set and the Signature Lip set with a Rockettes Red lipstick,
will also be available for purchase within the exhibit and online.

The Rockettes’ performance and light show are meant to promote Saks’ annual holiday
windows. For 2014, Saks’ six animated window panes will feature classic fairy tales retold
in an Art Deco style with iconic New York landmarks and locations as a backdrop.

For example, Rapunzel will use her hair to swing from the top of the Empire State Building,
Cinderella will arrive to a ball held at Saks Fifth Avenue and Snow White will be tempted
by an “evil apple merchant” in T imes Square.

Saks’ other windows will feature fashion and holiday attire to be presented in an Art Deco
fashion inspired by the artwork of Erte. The retailer’s corner windows will show theatrical
pieces inspired by the artist to align with the overall theme of Saks’ holiday effort.

An Enchanted Experience page on Saks.com 

This will be the first year that the department store will livestream its window unveiling on
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its  Web site. An Enchanted Experience, the Rockettes’ exclusive performance and the
window debut can be viewed in real time on www.saks.com/holiday.

The branded hashtag #SaksHoliday will also be used across the retailer’s social channels.

Fairy tales retold
Given the nostalgia of the holidays, brands often reinterpret well-known and classic
narratives to connect with consumer sentiment.

For example, Selfridges started its holiday celebration Oct. 23 with the launch of its 2014
Christmas windows which focuses on 25 classic stories.

These narratives are not necessarily Christmas-related but have fairy tale elements that
have survived multiple generations. This year’s theme for Selfridges’ celebration will
appeal to consumers of every age and attract potential consumers just to see the artistic
creations of the windows and façade (see story).

Similarly, in 2013, British apparel and accessories brand Mulberry took over five windows
at London department store Harrods to tell a branded fairy tale to engage consumers
during the holiday season.

These “Festive Fairy Tale” windows were part of a larger holiday campaign by Mulberry,
and served as the theme for the brand’s gift guides. By infusing storytelling into its
window display, Mulberry was able to tap into consumers’ nostalgia for their childhoods
during the holiday season, and inspire entry-level consumers to choose Mulberry when
they are shopping for presents (see story).

Livestreaming the window unveiling at Saks' flagship in New York will spread brand
awareness around the world.

"The holidays in New York are unlike any other," Mr. Briggs said. "Seeing the Rockettes
perform live in front the world’s most iconic Fifth Avenue venue flagship, while its façade
is illuminated with the most unique fusion of holiday bedizenment, will be a once in a
lifetime experience.

"We wanted to provide our entire Saks Fifth Avenue family, not only the customers in New
York but customers across the world, the chance to delight in our Enchanted Experience,"
he said.

Final Take
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